noraplan linee combines functionality and design at the highest level and has therefore been awarded with the Red Dot Design Award 2021. The renowned Red Dot Design Award is considered as one of the most coveted seals of design quality worldwide. The international jury honours innovative products with an outstanding design like the gently contrasting lines of noraplan linee, which create a high-end appearance in contemporary rooms.
No matter where we look, in the forest, by the sea or in the mountains – lines can be found in many parts of nature and our environment. Whether as a random arrangement of cracks or as a structured pattern, many things are characterised by their linear design.
Modern architecture is dominated by reduced forms, subtle colours and clear lines to create interiors full of expression and inspiration. In addition, valuable materials shape the ambience and give the room a unique character. Highlighted by a floor covering in various shapes to realise individual installation patterns, a unique atmosphere is created.
With its distinctive lineation in colour and structure, noraplan linee emphasizes spatial dimensions and gives them added perspective. The restrained colours complement the purist look of modern interior design.

Give your ideas shape and create rooms of striking character – with noraplan linee.